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GSC RESOLUTIONS – APRIL 1999 

RESOLUTION 14.1: Progress 
The Gemini Science Committee would like to join the Committee of Gemini Offices in 
commending the Project’s efforts towards commissioning the Mauna Kea Observatory. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.2: Additional Support from the U.S. 

The GSC is very grateful to the NSF for providing funding for the high-bandwidth link from 
Hawaii to the U.S. mainland.  This link will substantially improve communications between 
the partner countries and the Observatory.  The GSC encourages exploration of avenues to 
provide similar high-bandwidth communications to La Serena and Cerro Pachón. 
 
The GSC is delighted that NASA is considering providing funding for a Coronagraphic-
Imager for Gemini-South.  

 
RESOLUTION 14.3: The Gemini Science Archive 

The GSC wishes to see a timely and well thought-out scientific archive.  The GSC is 
concerned that problems with partner contributions to operations are delaying archive 
development at a critical time and encourages the Project to expedite this work. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.4: Detector Development 

The Gemini Science Committee endorses the Instrument Forum recommendation that states: 
 
The Gemini Instrument Forum recommends that the IGPO join the consortium investing in 
the development of high performance UV- and red-optimized CCDs at Lincoln Labs.  If 
successful, these devices should be seen as the priority route for HROS and as an upgrade 
path for the GMOSs. 
 
Specifically, we recommend that we invest in both “red-optimized” high-resistivity devices 
and UV-optimized devices (with an appropriate division between “standard epitaxial” and 
“high-resistivity” devices) up to a total of one lot. 
 
This is based on an expectation that the following are needed: 
• One red-optimized (with low fringing) device and one UV-optimized (to 300 nm) device 

for HROS.   The HROS UV device could be a standard epitaxial device. 
• Six “red-optimized” devices (with low fringing and good blue response down to 400 nm) 

for the GMOSs. 
• Spare devices could also be used in the High Stability Lab Spectrograph. 
 
This resolution does not prejudice the current contract with EEV. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.5: Advancement of the Adaptive Optics Program 

The possibility of upgrading the UH AO system “Hokupaa” and deploying it to Gemini 
South is scientifically very exciting.  The GSC is concerned about providing instrumentation 
for Hokupaa at Gemini South, the impact it would have on the rest of the AO program, and 
operational support needs.   We encourage the Project to develop a comprehensive AO 
program before the next CGO/GSC meetings that includes addressing these concerns.   
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RESOLUTION 14.6: Filling the Near-Infrared Spectroscopic Gap 
Gemini North: 

The GSC endorses the spectroscopic upgrade to NIRI and the loaned use of CIRPASS on 
Gemini North.  Both capabilities should be available by operational handover at Gemini 
North. 

 
Gemini South:   

Gemini should aggressively pursue the options of using FLAMINGOS or IRIS-2a to 
provide IR MOS capabilities at Gemini South.  As a loaned instrument, FLAMINGOS 
could provide IR MOS capabilities by late 2000.  IRIS-2a might be available by mid-
2001, and could be upgraded to have IR MOS capabilities.  FLAMINGOS or IRIS-2a 
would provide key capabilities at Gemini South early in the operational era. 

 
The GSC wishes the project to explore the resources required to interface and support these 
instruments, including their use in queue scheduled time, and if reasonable, pursue their use 
on Gemini. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.7: Mid-term Near-Infrared Spectroscopic Capabilities 

Recommendations from the Abingdon meeting in January 1997 and the subsequent GSC 
meetings have repeatedly endorsed the imperative need for two key infrared capabilities on 
the Gemini telescopes to fulfill the core scientific mission of the Gemini Observatory. They 
are: 
 
(a) 1 – 2.5 micron multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) at moderate spectral resolution to allow 
effective work between the OH lines. J, H and K band MOS capabilities over a field of view 
several arcminutes across represents a unique niche for Gemini if such an instrument can be 
delivered to one of the Gemini telescopes as early as the beginning of 2002. In particular, it 
would allow the Gemini community to explore the high-redshift universe in a most 
competitive fashion. 
 
(b) High spatial resolution 1 – 2.5 micron integral field unit (IFU) spectroscopy over a field 
of view of a few arcseconds at a spectral resolution sufficient to allow effective observations 
between the OH lines. This capability would exploit the unprecedented image quality of the 
Gemini telescopes using adaptive optics.  Sub-arcsecond IFU observation will make possible 
astrophysical observations to explore star and planetary system formation, the structure and 
dynamics of galactic nuclei, and the internal kinematics, structure and composition of distant 
galaxies. 
 
The GSC recommends that the Gemini Project acquire an IR MOS instrument in 2002.  
FLAMINGOS-II and IRIS2-g may provide this capability.  Consideration should be extended 
to alternatives to these two instruments by soliciting proposals from the communities.  This 
process should be conducted as rapidly as possible.  The US, UK, and Canadian SACs 
regarded the IR MOS as a higher priority than the IR IFU capability. 
 
The GSC recognizes the scientific potential of the NIFS instrument and recommends that the 
project proceed with the plan contained in the Instrument Forum resolution (March 1999).   
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These acquisitions would fulfill some of our IR spectroscopic aspirations and would allow 
Gemini to proceed towards the design and construction of the wide-field GIRMOS planned 
in the On-going Instrumentation Program. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.8:  User Support 

The Gemini Science Committee endorses the distributed user support model recommended 
by the Operations Forum, as follows: 
 
1. An on-line system of documentation on Web pages, coupled with a remotely-accessible 

database for handling queries and answers to the queries (help desk). 
 

2. The National Gemini Offices will provide first tier support of researchers within each 
partner country.  This will include providing answers to most questions. 
 

3. The country that built an instrument will handle more complex questions on that 
instrument.  This second tier support may be done by the Instrument Scientist for that 
instrument or by other experts within the National Gemini Office.  Gradually, the Gemini 
Observatory will become expert in the instruments and will take on this function. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.9: Visitor Support 

The GSC views long- and short-term visitors from the partner countries as an important 
component of Gemini operations.  We encourage the Project to explore ways to 
accommodate classical observers observing from the base facilities and other visiting 
scientists and engineers.  We are concerned that inadequate resources have been identified to 
support visitors and classical observers. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.10: Guaranteed Time for Instrument Builders 

Gemini will require the best instrumental talents of the partnership to provide state-of-the-art 
instrumentation to keep the Observatory competitive.  The GSC believes that offering 
telescope time to builders of Gemini facility instruments is an effective incentive, and that 
the need for incentive will increase given the competition from other large ground-based 
telescopes and space missions.   The Project Scientist team should develop a model for 
guaranteed time for instrument builders for discussion within the Gemini communities. 

 
RESOLUTION 14.11: Evolution of the GSC 

The Project Scientist Team should present the terms of reference describing the role of the 
GSC during the operational phase at the next GSC meeting. 

 
 


